
In the North Shores of San Diego there’s a special place called Pacific Beach, 
renowned for its energy, its waves and its people always ready to challenge 
the Ocean, riding the currents on their surf boards. It’s this place that gave 
inspiration to one of the most successful collection for Nautica.

This Spring Summer we take inspiration once again from this iconic setting 
and introduce a special line dedicated to Ladies.

The 3-hand version is characterized by the 36mm stainless steel case and 
the combination of colors that provide a feminine identity while keeping a 
boyfriend-inspired look. 

The connection with the nautical world is emphasized by monotone Nautica 
style flags as indexes, while the bracelets in stainless steel, available both in 
monotone or in a two-toned version, emphasize the elegance of the collection.

For the more demanding Sailor ladies, Nautica has created a Box set, where 
the beautiful combination of rose gold and blue recurs on the case-dial 
contrast and on the bracelet and silicon strap alternative.

Completing the collection are two multifunctions, featuring three small subdials 
displaying day, date and 24-hour time, and are available in the stylish and very 
Nautica color combination of stainless steel & blue or rose gold and white.

Live the California dream, in Nautica style.

PACIFIC BEACH LADY COLLECTION

MOVEMENT 
Three-hand movement

NAPPBS024
$135

NAPPBS032
$165

NAPPBS027
$170

CASE Ø 36 mm stainless 
steel case

BRACELET
Stainless steel bracelet

WATER RESISTANT
50 m / 165 ft

SNAP DOWN CASE BACK

SNAP CROWN

LUMINOUS
Hands with luminous



MOVEMENT
Multifunction movement

NAPPBS036
$145

NAPPBS034
$155

CASE Ø 36 mm stainless 
steel case

STRAP
Silicone strap

WATER RESISTANT
50 m / 165 ft

SNAP DOWN CASE BACK

SNAP CROWN

LUMINOUS
Hands with luminous

MOVEMENT
Three-hand movement

NAPPBS037
$195

CASE Ø 36 mm stainless 
steel case

STRAP Stainless steel 
bracelet or silicone strap

WATER RESISTANT
50 m / 165 ft

SNAP DOWN CASE BACK

SNAP CROWN

LUMINOUS
Hands with luminous

FEATURES Day, date 
and 24-hours indicators


